
Short guide and useful ideas to profiles used 
for floor and wall coating. 

What’s good about VIARPROFILES!

FORMS THAT FIT



If you build or rebuild, the profiles only take out a small part of the construction. But they are just as 
important as everything else. You can find many different profiles on the market. Customers try to find 
the best, the most acceptable product, usually they have a hard time to pick the best.
Here are some good thoughts to find the right one for yourself: 

What does the VIARPROFIL mean? 

We have been working in the profil busi-
ness for many years. Our high quality prod-
ucts are based on the many years experi-
ences and the continuous developments. 
Our own design and production is the best 
warranty and commitment for you. They 
are on view in every products. 
For the costum-designed products we al-
ways try to give you something new.

Please look at our supply and choose the 
right for yourself.



Our metal profiles are also available in flexible type. 

The eternal favourites 
These are the basic profiles for the corners. 
They are made of aluminium, copper, stainless steel and also PVC in case of 
the curved tile profiles, which are sold in 23 different colours. The aluminium 
profiles are treated by silver, gold, bronze anodising, chrome polishing and 
powder coating. 

The curved and angled profiles save the edges of the tiles, they fit well inside 
and outside too. They are resistant to all the weather and UVB radiation. The 
angled „L” profiles are the best joints between the different covering materials. 
Or if you don’t have enough space to finish the sides or the edges (at joint of the 
ceramic and carpet). You can also use them to decorate. 
The wide range helps you to find the right size for yourself.



The upper part of the stair profiles is knurled to guaran-
tee a non-slip surface!
The stairs won’t be only nicer, but they will be more safe 
and undamaged too. 

If you want to use stair profiles, you must decide first: 
Should it be a constructable or a posterior profile, 
rounded or square edge, which colour and surface 
treatment would fit better for the planed floor covering.

The self-adhesive non-slip strips are absolutely indispensable, especially in winter time on the 
slippery stairs. 
We can offer them in black, grey, transparent and black-yellow colours.

BODYGUARDS of the stair edges 



Atmosphere and beauty of the brushed, satined, polished, 
chromed, titanium, copper anodised aluminiums perfectly complet 
the style of the ceramic, textil, plastic and wood coverings.

These constructable decoration profiles are suitable to create hori-
zontal and vertical lines on wall surfaces, even to separate tiles or 
for mirror frame.

The blend of the elegance and the quality 

The newest surface treatment decoration profiles open up the new 
generation of the profiles in the XXl. century. People who look for 
exclusivity, shouldn’t miss these. 



Balcony profiles - because the water guides…  
The tiles can easily freez and 
crack if rainfall goes under it. 
And this could make lots of dam-
ages on the walls of the house, 
the way the water runs down 
and leaves stains behind it. Due 
to the shape of the balcony pro-
files they divert the water, they 
close the ends of the balcony so 
the house won’t be damaged. 

They are available in natural, 
silver and bronze anodised alu-
minium.

Its use is indispensable for  the hermetic, water- and steam-
proof finishing at the corners, joints and at the floor drains. It is 
very flexible, strong and resistant to chemical substances.

Our 8 and 10 mm natural aluminium 
balcony profiles are also available in 

FLeXIBLe type.

Corner filler band 



They are taking up 
more space day by 
day on the market. 
Due to their materials 
they can assure you 
the looks and the cov-
ers as well. 

Stainless steel profiles - The products of the future

They are recommended: to inside and outside, all type 
of flooring to decorate or hygienic use.

The development of the profil 
market is heading to the met-
als from the plastics right now. 
even if we don’t see the pro-
cess it is going on. 



Transition profiles - under the spell of contrasts

“T” Profile

stair-nosing

Rounded

carpet gripper

Flat

edging

for floors at 

different heights

carpet finishing

Lots of people like to make big open space without parcelling out the house. In this case good to use 
different flooring in the kitchen, living room…
But for the different tiles we need something to joint them even if there are some differents between 
them, or they just don’t fit well. 
The posterior profiles are strong self-adhesive, their termal expansion is really good and they are sold 
in many different colours. 
To the carpets and to the laminated floor, woodfloor, ceramic, starts, ends, tiles joints, or just to 
decorate. They are available in natural, silver, gold, bronze anodised aluminium. 



• rounded
• angled
• balcony

Bendable profiles  - wherever the wind blows…

The curved form shower looks really nice, especially if you use bend-
able profiles to the joint of two different tiles. 
A joint of the different flooring materials could be also curved, and they 
also look decorative outside on the arched balconies and stairs.
nTo these ideas we provide our bendable, specially punched profiles in 
great solutions.

You can choose the best version from our 30 different curved products!



 
 

The exacting bathroom is decorative part of the house. especially 
if you use hygiene profiles which help you to keep your bathroom 
bacterium free at the corners and the curves too.

The VIARPROFIL cross-shaped wedges, leveling-wedges, spacers 
for glass-brick are made from hard plastic. The perfect quality and 
shape make certain the joints between the tiles and the secure and 
precise laying of the tiles. The hollow structure gives elasticity for the 
spacer, it allows expansion-movement of the tiles, so you can let them 
without care between ceramic tiles.

To leave out the movement joints, could make serious damages, 
cracked coatings because of the different expansion of ground and 
top. This problem is avoidable.

- the „must be” products 
Movement joints, hygienic profiles, wedges 



 
 

• a wide range of flexible profiles 
 (rounded and “L” aluminium profiles, aluminium profiles for ter  
 races and balconies, in all measures and colours)
• stair nosing profiles in length of 2,5–2,7–3,0m, already in height of 8mm
• powder coating in any colours (by RAL colour list)
• non-slip strips for steps in a length of 5m, in 4 different colours, 
 in 2 widths (black, grey, transparent, black-yellow)
• spacers for glass-brick in a width of 50-80-100mm
• wedges and spacers with long legs, produced by our extruder pro-
duction line, made of hard plastic 
 (The long legs are helpful for laying tiles precisely and securely,  
 hollow structure gives elasticity for the spacer, it allows expan  
 sion-movement of the tiles, so you can let them without care   
 between ceramic tiles.)
• fast service and delivery
• promotion panels, standers, brochures are available for resailers

VIAR extras, the really super fine things 

FORMS THAT FIT
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